
Nail Therapies

Nail Therapies & Enhancements

Sit and relax while being completely pampered. All of our nail services have 
been carefully crafted to bring The Spa experience into The Salon setting 
with our focus on your natural nail health. Each of our concepts can 
be enjoyed as a manicure or pedicure. When booking your nail therapy, 
please let us know if you have any specialty polish that may need removal. 

CAROLINA LAVENDER SIGNATURE NAIL THERAPY
Lavender has been used since ancient times to relieve tension and stress 
while also healing and uplifting body and soul. Our signature blend celebrates 
the lavender fields found in the Carolinas. This richly luxurious experience 
includes a Dead Sea salt soak, detoxifying mask, rich and relaxing massage 
and custom nail and cuticle grooming finished with a long-wearing specialty 
polish of your choice. Enjoy our custom Carolina Lavender cocktail during your 
service (cocktail limited to one per guest; non-alcoholic blend is also available).

ANTI-AGING  NAIL THERAPY
Reverse the aging process and indulge in this luxurious nail treatment 
designed to leave your skin feeling fresh and rejuvenated.  With 
long-lasting results;  this nail therapy includes an exfoliating scrub, 
brightening wrap and anti-aging serum, and a revitalizing massage.  Finish 
with nail and cuticle grooming and your color choice of long-lasting nail 
polish resulting in hands and feet that look and feel younger.

ORGANIC SPA NAIL THERAPY
Using creamy organic ingredients with a fresh from the farm twist, this light 
and airy nail therapy includes an organic salt and herb soak of your choice, 
creamy scrub, honey rich balm therapeutic wrap and agave oil massage. 
Finish with nail and cuticle grooming and your color choice of long-lasting 
nail polish.

DEEPLY GENTLE NAIL THERAPY 
This nail therapy features richly moisturizing and safely unscented products 
that leave the most sensitive skin types renewed. Enjoy a mineral salt soak, 
rich and creamy softening scrub and a jojoba-infused massage. Finish with 
the polish of your choice or keep it natural with a buff and shine. 

POLISH QUICK FIX
This polish change is the perfect fix to chipped polish or change of color. 
Your treatment begins with a quick cleanse followed by removal of your 
current polish and finished with an application of our long-lasting lacquer in 
your choice of color. This treatment is designed to be a quick fix and does 
not include cuticle and nail grooming or massage. For more pampering, 
choose one of our nail therapies.



Nail Therapy Enhancements
Our nail therapy enhancements are designed to elevate your nail care 
experience. 

GEL POLISH FINISH 
In place of our long-wearing lacquer, this gel polish enhancement will last up 
to two weeks with a high gloss look.

GEL POLISH REMOVAL 
Gentle removal of gel polish.

DIP POLISH REMOVAL
Gentle removal of dip powder polish.  Please account for additional time
for removal.

ECOFIN WRAP 
An all-natural paraffin alternative in lavender scent. This special enhancement 
will prolong your treatment by 30 minutes.
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